
SLI and WHEEL PLATE Fitting Guide. Please read fully before 

starting installation.  

 

 

 

 

 

This is how the plate looks as you receive it. Place the unit 

upside down on a soft cloth or similar to stop it from 

becoming scratched. Please note the pre-installed mounting 

bolts for the SLI unit, each fitted with two spacers, washer 

and nut. 

Remove the nut, washer and ONE spacer from each bolt. 

Remember to leave one spacer in place as your SLI unit will 

rest on these. 

Next fit the SLI board, ease it over the four bolts and gently 

push it down till it rests on the four spacers. Then re-fit the 

other spacers, washers and nuts as shown in the picture 

opposite. The nuts will normally tighten without 

disassembling the Wheel plate. However, we do supply an 

appropriate Allen Key and SPARE nut and washer with the 

kit in case you have to disassemble the unit to tighten the 

bolts. 



 

 

 

 

Next, unscrew the six Allen screws that hold the wheel in 

place on the G25. WARNING! Do not remove the 

wheel  yet. See the next part BEFORE you remove the 

wheel 

Behind the wheel, there are 2 sets of wires with plugs 

connected to a PCB inside the wheel hub. When you 

remove the wheel from the hub, do not stretch or ‘pull’ 

the wires. Whilst still holding the wheel close to the hub, 

unplug the two connectors that attach the wires to the 

PCB. DO NOT pull the plugs by the wires, hold the plugs 

with fingertips or small pliers and ‘wiggle’ them free. 

You can now fully remove the wheel away from the G25’s 

body. 

Next, place the wheel over the wheel plate as shown in 

picture opposite. The wheel plate will fit snugly onto the 

plastic dowels that the wheel bolts go through  



 

 

Now you must re-connect the two button wires/plugs. 

Make sure you have the plugs the right way up. They can 

be a little fiddly to connect, but DO NOT REQUIRE FORCE 

to re-connect them. Next you must carefully replace the 

wheel onto the hub, WARNING! Please be very 

careful to make sure that the wires do not become 

pinched or trapped during re-assembly! This may require 

some adjustment to the wire placement, be patient and 

do this correctly or the wires may become damaged 

Once the wheel is placed back on the hub, replace the six 

Allen screws that retain the wheel to the hub. Gently 

tighten them in a criss-cross pattern and ensure the wheel 

is well located WITHOUT OVER TIGHTENING! 

WARNING!  

Be aware that to use the SLI unit, you must connect a USB cable to the unit. This cable MUST be routed 

with care to avoid it becoming ‘snagged’ and pulling the cable, damaging either the SLI or the cable itself. 


